STUDENT LIFE: MOCK CONVENTION

INVENTORY

Series I. Convention Records, 1924-68 (15.25 l.f.)

Box 1
Mock Convention, 1924

Box 2
Mock Convention, 1928

Box 3
Mock Convention, 1932

Box 4
Mock Convention, 1936

Box 5
Mock Convention, 1940
(Parade route map filed in Goodrich Room Case 2, Drawer 3.)

Box 6
Mock Convention, 1940 (cont.)

Box 7
Mock Convention, 1944

Box 8
Mock Convention, 1944 (cont.)

Box 9
Mock Convention, 1944 (cont.)

Box 10
Mock Convention, 1948
(Floor plan of 1948 Convention filed in Goodrich Room Case 2, Drawer 3.)
(See Series V. for audio recordings of 1948 Mock Convention.)

Box 11
Mock Convention, 1948 (cont.)

Oversize on shelf
Mock Convention Financial Ledger, 1948
Series I. Convention Records (cont.)

Box 12
Mock Convention, 1948-52

Box 13
Mock Convention, 1952

Box 14
Mock Convention, 1956

Box 15
Mock Convention, 1956
(includes historical files on Mock Conventions, 1860-1956)

Box 16
Mock Convention, 1956-60

Box 17
Mock Convention, 1960

Box 18
Mock Convention, 1960-68

Box 19
Mock Convention, 1964

Box 20
Mock Convention, 1964-68

Box 21
Mock Convention, 1968

Series II. Convention Reports, 1924-56, 1964 (1.2 l.f.)

Box 1
Mock Conventions in Oberlin, 1860-1932 by Allen Metcalf Bailey, 1936
Reports, 1924-36 (5 vol.)

Box 2
Reports, 1940, 1948 (4 vol.)
Series II. Convention Reports (cont.)

Box 3
Reports, 1952-56, 1964 (5 vol.)

Series III. Convention Newspapers, 1916-40 (0.1 l.f.)

Goodrich Room Case 3, Drawer 6
*The Elephant*, 1916-40, 1948
*Evening Democrat*, 1932

Series IV. Programs and Memorabilia, 1860-1968 (3.71 l.f.)

Box 1 (oversize)
Mock Convention Ballot, 1876 [2001/94]
Mock Convention Cards, Signs, Postings, etc., 1928, 1932, 1936-40, n.d.
Mock Convention Platforms (published by Oberlin Peace and Public Affairs Forum), 1936, 1940

Box 2
Programs and Pamphlets, 1860-1936 [2001/94]
Non-Partisan Convention posting, memorabilia and program, 1944
*Oberlin Review*, 1948, 1952
(1948 Oberlin Review issues filed in Goodrich Room Case 3, Drawer 6)

Oversize on shelf
Scrapbooks (newspaper clippings), 1948, 1952

Box 3 (oversize)
Scrapbook of Jim Stockdale, Mock Convention, 1952 [2016/056]
Vinyl record, 1952 Mock Convention (in Jim Stockdale’s scrapbook)

Series V. Non Textual Materials, 1860-1964 (1.7 l.f.)

Box 1
Photographs and drawings
Democratic Conventions and Candidates, 1860-1924
New York Times photographs, 1952
Photograph albums, 1948, 1952
Republican Candidates, 1936-40
Series V. Non Textual Materials (cont.)

Box 1 (cont.)

- Slides, 1960 [1997/014]
  (See also RG 32 for photographs of Mock Conventions, 1904-68, n.d.)

Audio Recordings

- Reel-to-reel Tape, Mock Convention 1952 (19 min.)

Oversize on shelf

Audio Recordings (cont.)

- Electronic Broadcast transcripts, vinyl records of 1936 Mock Conv. (11v)
- Vinyl Records of Mock Convention, 1948 (3v)
  (See also Series IV, scrapbook of Jim Stockdale, 1952)
  (See also RG 18 Office of Communications for reel to reel tapes, 1952, 1960, 1964)
  (See RG 37 for motion picture film, 1928-56.)

Note: For the records relating to the 2004 Mock Convention, see the records of the Oberlin College Democrats (19/3/6).